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Caring for Country
Waverley Council respectfully acknowledges our Indigenous
heritage and recognises the ongoing Aboriginal traditional
custodianship of the land which forms our local government area.

The Dickson Park Consultation Report was prepared by
Waverley Council in 2015.
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Introduction and
Background
This Consultation Report summarises feedback
received from the draft Dickson Park and Play
Space Upgrade community consultation, which
was undertaken in July 2015.
The findings of the consultation will help guide
the proposed upgrades to the play space (stage
1 - schedule this year) and the remainder of the
park (stage 2 - scheduled for 2016 / 2017)

Dickson Park

Dickson Park is located on the corner of
Wellington Street and Edward Street in Bondi.
The steep topography of the park is punctuated
by two levelled open spaces which are divided
by a series of dense tree canopy and landscaped
terraces

Relevance to Council’s
Play Space Strategy

The Principles and Strategies relevant to Dickson
Park inlcude:
A1 - Ensure the play experiences in neighbouring
play spaces compliment each other to offer a
range of play experiences.
B1 - Provide opportunities for physical activity for
all ages of children and young people
C1 - Create play spaces that are memorable and
include distinctive ways to experience play.
D1 - Create more child friendly environments
by providing a network of places for play that
respond to the needs of the community.
D3 - Promote inclusion and access for all abilities
including mobility impaired persons.

Therefore the three park character zones have
been described as:

• Upper Park area
• Landscaped Terraces
• Play Space

Ed
wa
rd

Upper Park
The upper park area is bounded by high density
residential development to the south and west
and open to a busy road (Wellington Street) to
the east. The upper park is a designated dog offleash area with dogs permitted except when sport
hoops are in use). The sport hoops consist of an
informal grassed netball hoop and a basketball
ring.

Str
ee
t

Play Space

Landscaped Terraces
The terraced landscapes provide a unique
landscape setting of mature tree canopies,
with an open shaded understorey consisting of
sandstone retaining walls, flag stone paths and
informal seating.

Upper Park

Wellington
Street

Landscaped
Terraces

Play Space
The existing play space caters primarily to
younger children with traditional play structures
that are nearing the end of their useful lives. The
embankment slide does not meet current safety
standards.

North

Fig. 1 Aerial View with contours of Dickson Park
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The PSS also outlines the following:
•

Dickson Park Play space was identified as
being the 3rd most visited play space in
Waverley, with Bronte Play space 1st, and
Bondi Play space 2nd.

•

Dickson Park Play space is located in the
suburb of Bondi which has the second highest
density living and population in Waverley,
with an extremely high number of children
and low provision of play spaces.

•

Dickson Park Play Space is one of only a total
of two play spaces in the Suburb of Bondi.

•

Dickson Park Play space is located on walking
routes, and between schools walking routes,
including a Green Links walk.

•

There is a general short fall in the provision of
play for children and young people over the
DICKSON
PARK
UPGRADE
age
of 9 years across
Waverley.

•

Dickson
space SPACE
was identified
in the
STAGEPark
1 Play
- PLAY
: DRAFT

1

2

4
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Play Space Strategy as an Adventure style Play
space for older children.
Council’s Play Space Strategy identifies that play
experiences in neighbouring play spaces should
compliment each other and offer a range of
play types in any locality. The PSS also identifies
Dickson Park play space to offer ‘active’, ‘free’ and
‘nature’ play within an adventure themed setting
for older children.
The draft Dickson Park play space concept aims
to achieve these principles by offering a variety
of stimulating activities while complimenting
upgrades to neighbouring play spaces such as
Stephen Street Reserve and Thomas Hogan
Reserve which are both scheduled for upgrade
in the short term (next 4 years). Furthermore
the future District level play space upgrade
to Waverley Park will provide additional play
diversity within the locality, scheduled for
CONCEPT
upgrade in the medium term (4 - 9 years).
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Fig. 2 draft Concept plan of Dickson Park Play Space. Refer Appendix B for detail
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2

Consider relocating the
existing embankment slide
to integrate with play space

3

Spinning and rocking
elements for toddlers and
junior play

4

Accessible hammock / group
toddler swing for inclusive
play elements

5

Rope climbing nest with
adventure rope circuit play
elements

6

Group basket swing for
all ages for inclusive play
elements

7

Picnic tables to entrance for
carer comfort and socialising
(to replace existing picnic
shelter)

8

Concrete path to provide
access to play facility

9

Shade tree planting with
nature play activities below.

6
9

PLAY SPACE STRATEGY:Dickson
IMPLEMENTING
THE ACTION
Park Consultation
Report PLAN
Council’s Play Space Strategy (PSS) identifies that play experiences in neighbouring play spaces should compliment each
other and offer a range of play types in any locality. The PSS also identifies Dickson Park play space to offer ‘active’, ‘free’ and

Rope climbing elements for
active adventure play

10 Seating shaded from existing
trees

11 Small buffer shade tree
planting

12 Open grassed area for free

play and informal ball games

Project Planning and
Consultation Process

To ensure upgrades meet community needs,
community consultation was undertaken. The
methodology for upgrading the park and play
space is set out below.

Project Planning

In February 2015, council officers undertook a
site assessment of the entire park to discuss the
state of facilities and to identify opportunities
for asset renewal and opportunities to improve
maintenance issues. The play space was also
identified in Council’s Play Space Strategy as a
high priority for upgrade.
An opportunities / constraints photo study (Refer
Appendix C) of the park was undertaken. This
informed The draft Dickson Park and Play Space
Concept which was prepared to identify potential
directions for the park and play space upgrades.

Consultation Process

Consultation was designed to canvas community
responses to The draft Dickson Park and Play
Space Concept and to inform the ongoing upgrade
process by gaining a better understanding of:
•

how people get to the park and how often
they visit;

•

how long they stay and what they do in the
park; and

•

what they like about the park and what they
would like to see in the future.

A consultation survey based on these objectives
was made available on the Waverley Council
‘have your say’ website and distributed on a
flyer to approx. 2000 letterboxes within a 500m
radius of the park. Surveys were also distributed
at Bondi precinct meetings and at a consultation
day in the park.
•

A total of 119 people viewed the ‘Have your
Say’ website and were made aware of the
project/s

•

A total of 52 people were informed of the
details of the project/s via the ‘Have your Say’
website

•

A total of 23 responses were received, 12
online survey responses, 8 onsite surveys

completed and an additional 3 written email
responses.
A consultation day was held in Dickson Park on
a Saturday 4th July, 2014. On the day council
officers staffed a station which included: a table,
A1 signs of site opportunities / constraints,
park upgrade concept, play space concept,
precedents, and paper surveys. The consultation
day was promoted on the Waverley Council ‘have
your say’ website, at a Bondi precinct meeting
and via the letterbox flyer drop. The consultation
day was attended by approximately 12 members
of the public.

Next Steps

Thank you to all community members who
participated at the community consultation day
or filled out the online survey. The concept plans
will be modified, in light of community feedback,
with more details below:

Upper Park
The improvements to the upper park are
anticipated to commence early 2016 and will
include:
•

improved drainage

•

improved turf surfacing

•

improved seating and bubbler with dog bowl

•

improved path access off Wellington Street

•

relocation of the informal sports practice
hoops

Landscaped Terraces
Council have conducted a site assessment of
the sandstone retaining walls, sandstone paths
and status of trees to this area. Council staff are
currently seeking additional funding to improve
these assets, and will undertake costing analysis
and report to Council in hope to secure additional
funding in 2016.

Play space:
The draft Dickson Park Play Space Concept will
be modified, in light of the community feedback
received. The modified plans will be displayed
on the Waverley Council website, along with this
consultation summary report. A detailed design
will then be prepared, followed by construction
of the play space (currently scheduled for early
2016).
Dickson Park Consultation Report
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Photo: Existing embankment slide condition. The majority of the community requested renewal of this asset.
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Consultation Feedback and Recommendations

In this section feedback, both written and verbal, is summarised into common themes. Each theme is
accompanied by recommendations on how to incorporate the feedback into the upgrade works.
A full table of written responses is located in Appendix F.

Fig. 1 Play Space Community Consultation Summary

Play Space Upgrade: Consultation Summary
Almost all community feedback was supportive of the proposed play space upgrade including the proposed
play equipment. The adventure play space theme was highly supported, although a number of people also
valued the toddler focused equipment in the existing play space and felt that the upgrade should accommodate
a number of toddler play opportunities.
•

Half (50%) of the respondents requested that the embankment slide be refurbished, relocated or replaced,
as they felt that this play element was an important icon of the play space that drew children from across
the LGA.

•

There was an overall positive response from the local community regarding the play space upgrade, the
proposed concept and the adventure themed play space to cater to a range of ages.

•

There was strong support for the inclusion of play for younger children and toddlers.

•

There was also strong support for the inclusion of play for older children, with physically challenging types
of play.

•

Some respondants also suggested improvements to the concept design such as public toilets (7), fences to
the street (6), and more shade (4).

•

3 respondants supported the inclusion of nature play.

•

3 respondants suggested inclusion of a flying fox
Dickson Park Consultation Report
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Photo: Picnic shelter and Play Space in use by children and carers with grassed areas being used for passive
recreation
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Fig. 2 Park Upgrade Written Feedback Summary

Park Upgrade: Consultation Summary
The consultation data established that the park and play space are regularly used by local residents. Most
visitors walk to the park and stay for a short period of up to one hour, with most respondants spending
their time playing in the park.
•

7 respondents requested inclusion of informal sport hoops in the park such as basketball (3), netball
(2), or soccer (2)

•

1 respondent suggested the removal of the sport hoops from the upper park.

•

3 respondants supported improved entrances and improving access into park.

•

3 respondants highlighted the need for dog compliance signage and the conflicts of dogs using the
bubbler near the play space.

•

3 respondent highlighted the need to improve safety in the park.

•

1 respondent highlighted the need to improve drainage in the upper park.

•

The proposed access path through the park was not commented on in survey responses or at the open
day.

Discussions with residents onsite suggested their preference to relocate the picnic shelter and remove
internal partitions to improve surveillance and reduce anti-social behaviour in the park. The picnic shelter
is also used for children’s birthday parties.

Dickson Park Consultation Report
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Photo: Upper park, overlooking residents with good passive surveillance and part of the degraded sports
hoops.
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Recreation in the Park

Survey responses established that the upper
park and play space are regularly used by local
residents. Most visitors walk to the park and
stay for a short period of up to one hour. The
upper park is currently used for dog exercise, for
informal ball games and relaxing. The play space
is used for play by younger children during the day
and older children after school and on weekends.
This includes informal ball games and free play
in open grassed areas, with others picnicking
on the grassed areas, or relaxing in the terraced
landscapes. The picnic shelter is at times used
during children’s birthday parties, while also used
during antisocial behaviour after dark given the
internal partitions and poor natural surveillance
into the shelter.
A significant number of respondents commented
on dogs in Dickson Park. These comments were
primarily regarding the need for dog compliance
signage near the play space.
The upper portion of Dickson Park is currently a
Council approved dog off-leash area, (dogs off
leash permitted when sport hoops are not in use).
Consultation responses identified that the
sporting hoop facility had some level of casual
use with an additional need for to improve the
asset. Council’s Recreation Needs Study 2008,
identifies the current shortage of casual sports
play opportunities within Waverley. The study
also recommends that Council investigate
opportunities for half-court or mixed use courts
throughout Waverley.

Recommendations:
Upper Park:
•

Investigate consolidation of sporting hoops
and consider relocation within upper park
area, located to reduce conflict with dogs off
leash.

•

Incorporate bubbler with dog bowl to upper
portion of park. Council continue to monitor
and manage dogs at Dickson Park.

Play space:
•

Install a new style picnic shelter in new location
with no internal partitions to improve passive
surveillance. this will open up the grassed
areas and create more ‘kick about’ space.

•

Provide a combination of seating and
picnicking opportunities for both play space
and upper park users.

•

Review proposed path against upgrade
budget and universal access objectives in the
Play Strategy

Getting to and Around the
Park

The majority of respondents walk to the park and
a significant number of these were supportive
of improved access at entrances into the
park. Multiple responses requested improved
pedestrian access through the park in general.

Recommendations:
Upper Park:
•

Investigate an improved crossing at the
Wellington Street entry to the upper park. This
is not accessible by pram users due to raised
traffic island. Improvements to pedestrian
access at road crossings are outside the
scope of this project but should be pursued
as part of other projects, such as the Green
Links project, kerb and gutter projects, street
upgrade projects.

Play space:
•

Investigate kerb realignment to Edward street
to improve safety of children crossing into the
play space through a possible traffic calming
and raised threshold crossing point into the
play space.

•

In response to Council Play Space Strategy
“Ensure pedestrian routes that link Waverley’s
Play Space network are accessible and
adequate to encourage walking”, Investigate
a safe connection from Edward Street to the
Play Space.

Dickson Park Consultation Report
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Photo: The footpath network around the park is used regularly by people particularly by pram users.
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Improving safety

Trees and Shade

Recommendations:

Increased shade cover over play equipment was
a common request at the open day and in survey
responses. Some people requested shade sails
while others were unspecific about the type of
shade.

There was a strong view that fencing would
improve park safety, particularly for dogs and ball
game users running onto Wellington street. Some
people suggested fencing extend around the
perimeter of the play space park, while others
suggested low fencing, designed to stop balls and
children from running down the hill at Edward
street near the play space as sufficient.

Upper Park:
•

Investigate additional funding to provide
fencing between upper park and terraced
landscape area, while also introduce low
barrier planting with garden barrier along
Wellington Street edge, with improved and
formalised entrance into the park.

Play space:
•

•

Investigate installation of a garden barrier
with planting along the Edward street park
boundary to prevent direct conflict between
children and fast moving traffic. This will also
reduce instances of balls running down the
hill onto roadway.
Perimeter fencing to the play space is not
supported as it encourages unsupervised
play, reduces park permeability, discourages
non-play space usage of the park, and is cost
prohibitive

The existing trees were widely recognized as a
valuable part of the park, a source of shade and
a suitable place to play or relax. Verbal feedback
generally supported proposed tree planting as a
source of additional shade for the play area.

Recommendations:
•

Undertake an assessment of existing trees
onsite and develop a tree maintenance
strategy, subject to arborist assessment.

•

Ensure new tree planting does not obstruct
play space usage

•

Extend play space into shaded area (under
trees) and plant additional advanced trees to
increase shade coverage

•

Shade sails are not supported as the high
installation and maintenance costs are not
within current budget

•

Consider small tree plantings along western
edge of upper parkland and strategic tree
planting locations for improved shade

Photo: Existing play space, picnic shelter and shade from trees
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Photo: Poorly defined entrance to upper park withy no vehicle control
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Appendices

Appendix A - Online Survey Community Consultation Summary

Frequency of Visit

Duration of Visit

Getting to the park

What do users do in the park?
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Appendix B - Stage 1 - Play Space draft concept
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Appendix B.1 - Stage 2 - Park Upgrade draft concept
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Appendix B.2 - Site Analysis - Existing Conditions
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Appendix C - Photo Analysis - Existing Conditions
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Appendix C.1 - Photo Analysis - Existing Conditions
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Appendix C.2- Photo Analysis - Existing Conditions
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Appendix C.3 - Photo Analysis - Existing Conditions
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Appendix D - Comminity Consultation notification flyer (page 1)
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Appendix D.1 - Comminity Consultation notification flyer (page2)
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Appendix E - Site Notification Signage
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Appendix F - Online ‘Have your Say’ Survey Responses
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